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Neutron Scattering Lengths*
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The schematic treatment of nuclear reactions is applied to the case E„—+0 as a means of interpreting
measurements of the scattering length u. It is found that the quantity 6= (a—R) rather than u is signi6cant
for determining the resonance properties of the compound nucleus, where R is the phenomenological nuclear
radius. In. some cases this treatment can resolve ambiguity in the evaluation of u without the necessity of
polarization measurements and assign the J value of a low-lying resonance or two, but it can only be used
successfully for separated isotopes. For practically pure isotopes it can be used to determine rough values of
level spacing D from the measured position of the levels nearest E„=O, or conversely. Values of D obtained
in this way are plotted against A to yield an estimate of a parameter in the statistical formula for level
density; this estimate suggests a somewhat more rapid increase in level spacing with decreasing excitation
than given by the simplest statistical formula.
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COMPLETE interpretation of the scattering
length' for slow neutrons has been hampered by

difhculty in separating the e8ects of near-lying reso-
nance levels from the "potential scattering. " The
present note indicates how a schematic treatment of
nuclear reactions' resolves this difficulty and allows the
extraction of semi-quantitative information about the
compound nuclear levels nearest E„=O.

A simple formula is presented that reduces in most
cases of interest to a relation among the scattering
length, nearest resonance energy, and average level
spacing D in the compound nucleus (or alternatively
the reduced neutron width y'), so that from any two
quantities the third can be estimated. This relation is
applied to susceptible data, and further measurements
of possible interest are indicated. A very tentative
order-if-magnitude curve for D (or p') vs mass number
A is extracted from presently analyzable data; this
curve is then used in turn to suggest order-of-magnitude
positions for unobserved levels.

I.' FORMULATION

The scattering length u can be dered from the
wave function of the neutron beam as k—&0. Since only
s-neutrons are involved, the wave function exterior to
the nucleus is y=(kr)/=sink(r —a) and is determined
by 6tting its logarithmic derivative' at a suitable
radius R:

Rq'/rp= kR cotk(R —a) =f(E„), (1)

where the function f is determined by the nuclear forces
interior to E.. As k—&0, this becomes

a—R= 6= R/f(0)— (2)

All the resonance properties of the nucleus are ex-
pressed by f, so that according to (2) the significant
quantity for interpretation is 6 rather than the meas-

~ Assisted by the joint program of the ONR and AEC.
f Now at Columbia University, New York, . New York.' E. Fermi and I . Marshall, Phys. Rev. 71, 666 (1947).
2 Feshbach, Peaslee, and Weisskopf, Phys. Rev, 7I, 145 (1947).

ured scattering length. The radius E represents the
point at which the incident neutrons are subject to a
large, abrupt change in refractive index of the medium,
which produces potential scattering. Of course this
change is not perfectly sharp, and there is some uncer-
tainty bE in the de6nition of E., although generally
8R&&E, As a standard value bE.=1&10 " cm is as-
sumed throughout, which implies that (2) is significant
for analysis only if

(
A

~

&10-"cm.

Failure to satisfy condition (3) means that there are
no resonances available to s-neutrons that lie much
closer than D to the position E„=O.

The function f(E) has simple zeros at the resonance
energies E„, so that

1/f(E) =~.L 1f/'( E) LjE—E 3, (4)

where f'= hay(aEjr„= ~KR/D„ in the 'notation of
reference 2. Here D„ is the effective level spacing at
the rth resonance and may decrease rapidly with in-
creasing E„; E is a wave number appropriate to the
motion of the neutron inside the nucleus. Thus

5= —(1/m K)Z,D„/E„= Z,y„'/E„—(5)

where y„'= I'„/2k is the "reduced width"' of the rth
resonance level. The value of E is not precise and may
vary considerably among the light nuclei; however,
K= I.O&& j.013 cm ' shouM be in error by less than 50
percent for any particular case and will be assumed
throughout.

If the level nearest E„=O has ~D,/E, ~))1, it is
sufficient to approximate (5) by the corresponding single
term, since for all other r,

~
D,/E„~ &(1 unless there is an

exceptional fluctuation in D„. Thus most of the cases
below are analyzed with the approximation

6= —(1/irK) (DD/Eo),

although it may occasionally be necessary to include
more terms of (5).

3 E. P, signer, Am. J. Phys. 17, 99 (1949).
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Actually, E„has an imaginary component —&iI'„
which has been neglected above as very small in com-
parison with E,. Since D,/I'; 10' to 10', this is a priori
reasonable; any exceptions would distinguish them-
selves as experimentally anomalous, and none is known.

For a bound resonance level the binding energy —Eb
cloes not equal E„, for Eb is defined so that f(—Eb)
= —(2M'E /bI'b)'*R, where M' is the reduced neutron
mass. Assuming that a single term of (4) is sufhcient
in the neighborhood of a resonance, one has

E,=E—b+ (M'Eb/7b') iy„'. (6)

II. APPLICATION TO LIGHT NUCLEI

The simplest case is that of e-p scattering, for which
the triplet and singlet scattering lengths are4 @&=5.3
X10 '3 cm, a = —23.8X10 '3 cm. The radius E should
be chosen as the intrinsic range of the force, which is'
8&=1.8X10 " cm for the triplet square well. In this
case f= XR tan(R—R—~/2), so that D„can be com-

puted exactly; it turns out that D„=125 Mev, E„=—11
Mev before correction by (6). For the singlet system D„
and E. are presumably about the same, although 6, is
relatively insensitive .to the choice of R,. This insen-

sitivity has been remarked in the interpretation of low-

energy scattering measurements from the present
point of view its cause is the great excess of resonant
over "potential" scattering in the neighborhood of the
low-lying resonance, which extends over a wide region
~~1„=10 Mev. Using the same E and D„as for the
triplet system, the singlet resonance is at E„=1.9 Mev.
In comparison with the usual formulation, it must be
remembered that this formulation' deals not with E„
but with E„which is de6ned in exact analogy to Eb,
so that f(E„)= +(2 M'E„/k )2~ R. Correction by a for-
mula equivalent to (6) but with a reversal of sign for E,
yields E„=0.06 Mev, the usually quoted value. The
difference between the two values of E„represents the
difference in depth of the corresponding square wells,
or about 13 Mev.

The next heavier target is the deuteron, which has
been studied by a number of investigators ' the most
precise values' are

0.7&0.3

or

X10 "cm,
6.38&0.06

8.26&0.12
X10 "cIn,

2.6a0.2

(7a)

(7b)

where polarization measurements are the only direct
means to decide this characteristic ambiguity that

4 H. A. Bethe, Phys. Rev. 76, 38 (1949).
5 J. M. Blatt and J. D. Jackson, Phys. Rev. 76, 18 (1949).
'.H. A. Bethe and R. F. Bacher, Revs. Modern Phys. 8, 82

(1936).
7 E. Fermi and L. Marshall, Phys. Rev. 75, 578 (1949).

Shull, Wollan, Morton, and Davidson, Phys. Rev. 73, 842
(1948).' D. G. Hurst and W. F. Alcock, Phys. Rev. 80, 117 (1950);
Can J. Research 29, 36 (1951).

occurs whenever the target spin is IWO. An immediate
but not surprising conclusion from these data is that an
eQective two-body square well interaction between
neutron and deuteron" does not give a reasonable
description of the triton. If (7b) is chosen, the two-body
square well can give agreement only if there is a second
bound doublet state in addition to the ground state;
for (7a) this. second level becomes unbound by about
1.3 Mev, which still implies an incredible doublet S
level spacing of ~10 Mev. In both cases the well

parameters are not very reasonable physically, with
8=8.0X10 " cm, V=10 Mev. One must therefore
revert to somewhat less specific arguments: for the
triton ground state with Eb= —6.2 Mev, E, is probably
on the order of —15 Mev; since the doublet S level

spacing is presumably »15 Mev, a~ should reQect

mainly the properties of the ground state. Thus d~ is
positive, and the set of values (7b) is indicated. From
this set, the lowest quartet S level is virtual with very
uncertain position probably on the order of 10 Mev.
Somewhat less uncertain is the feature that its half-

width will be on the same order of magnitude as its
position.

It would also be of interest to determine the singlet
and triplet scattering lengths on. II'; if any indication
of a resonance level in II4 is found, the corresponding
state would exist in He', differing only by Coulomb

energy. For scattering on He' it is known that there are
no bound S states, so that" R&u=+(o/4m)'=3. 5

X10 "cm.
The scattering length of lithium has been deter-

mined" for the separated isotope Li~; because the
initial spin I/O, there is a twofoM ambiguity in the
assignment of a~&~. If 8=4.1X10 "cm is assumed, the
two possible sets of Aq are h~, 2(—10.8, —4.1) or

(—2.4, —9.1) in 10 " cm units. Two resonances are
reported" in neutron scattering on lithium, at 270 kev
and 1.15 Mev, with respective half-widths of 45 kev
and 2.4 Mev. If both are attributed to s-neutrons, the
corresponding y„'/E„=0.7, 4.5&(10 " cm. The erst
of these values does not approach any of the observed 6,
so that the corresponding level is probably due" to
neutrons with 1)0. The larger value of y„'/E, indicates
a level spacing D„=17 Mev, but cannot be unambigu-

ously associated with any particular A. In any case,
the measured 6 indicate the presence of two such levels

with dissimilar characteristics.
The respective scattering lengths on C" and 0"

targets are 6.4 and 5.8X10 "cm. Comparison with the

scattering of protons by these targets indicates" that

' M. M. Gordon, Phys. Rev. 80, 1111 (1950).
"W. W. Havens, Jr. , and T. I. Taylor, Nucleonics 6 (2), 66

(1950).
'~ C. G. Shull and E. O. Wollan, unpublished. All scattering data

not otherwise specified are taken from this reference, and the
author wishes to thank Drs. Shull and Wollan for the opportunity
of seeing it.

"R.K. Adair, Phys. Rev. 79, 1018 (1950).
'4 The author wishes to thank Professor H. T. Richards for this

information.
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the bound S levels in C" have E~———1.85 Mev,
y„'= 7.6X10 "Mev cm, and in 0"Eg ———1.09, —3.24
Mev, y„'=0.05&&10 ", 2)&10 "Mev cm, respectively.
Inserting these values in (6) and (5), one finds the
phenomenological radius 8=4.4, 5.2)&10 "cm for the
two cases. If these are compared with the formula
R= ro(A'+ 1), where A is the mass number of the target
nucleus, the value of the parameter is ra= 1.41 &0.07
)&10 " cm. This expression is used to compute 8 for
the other light targets considered in this section, Ii'
and N'4.

For N" 5 ~=(5 7, —0.3) or (1.7, 7.7) in 10 " cm,
indicating at least one bound level. If the probable
value of p„suggested by neighboring light nuclei is
taken as y„' 3)&10 " Mev cm, the bound level has
Eg 2 Mev.

III. APPLICATION TO HEAVIER NUCLEI

Here "heavier" nuclei are arbitrarily de6ned as those
with A)18; there is less detailed knowledge of their
level positions and parameters than for light nuclei.
The interpretation of scattering lengths is frequently
obscured by the presence of many isotopes and spins,
when

o= ~t pi oa, &Sc/4&= +api«i,

where the statistical factors are p&
——

, p&(J+-', )/(2I+1),
pq is the abundance of a given isotope of spin I, and
J=I+—,. It is clear that analysis is impossible for
mixtures with two or more isotopes of comparable
abundance; and even for practically single isotopes a
twofold ambiguity exists in the assignment of a&+~
unless I=O. Frequently, however, some information
can be obtained in spite of the ambiguity if an inde-
pendent measure of y„' or J is available for the nearest
virtual states.

The cases in which known neutron resonances can be
correlated with a are discussed below, referred to the
compound nucleus. The one-level approximation (Sa)
is used throughout, and the effective E is taken from
analysis of high energy neutron scattering" with some
smoothing of fluctuations. All lengths are in units of
10 " cm and y„' in units of Mevt&10 " cm. The
effective level spacings are estimated from D„~=
—~EE„AJ, where AJ is obtained from the scattering
length measurements.

Na": R=4.6, ~1,~=(—6.3, +2.0) or (+4.1, —4.2). A scattering
resonance is observed' at E,=0.06 Mev, apparently with I'„~20
kev; hence y,'/E, ~3. This agrees best with the second set of 0
from the scattering length measurements, indicating J=2,
D„=0.8 Mev. A lower resonance has been found' at E„=3kev;
but it does not show the characteristic dip below resonance and is
therefore presumably because of neutrons with l/0.

Al2': R=4.6, A~ 3
——(—1.1, —1.1). The two lowest scattering

resonances' are at E„=0.04, 0.095 Mev, F ~6, 15 kev, whence

' H. Feshbach and V. F. Weisskopf, Phys. Rev. 76, 1550 (1949).
"Adair, Barschall, Bockelman, and Sala, Phys. Rev. 75, 1124

(1949).
"Hibdon, Muehlhause, Selove, and Woolf, Phys. Rev. 77, 730

(1950).
's R, K. Adair, Revs. Modern Phys. 22, 249 (1950).

p,'/E, ~1.6, 1.2. This is satisfactory agreement with the observed
6, so that the two levels may be assigned J=2, 3 in indeterminate
order; D„=0.1, 0.3 Mev.

S~: R=4.5, A~= —1.3. The lowest resonance" has E„=0.11
Mev, 1'~=2=18 kev. Thus y,2/E, =1.1, in excellent agreement
with the observed 6; D,&=0.4 Mev.

V": R=5.4, h3, 4(—12.6, +0.2) or (1.8, —11'.0). The lowest
reported resonance" is at E„=2.7 kev with a measured value of

{J+-',)/12I+1)y, '/8, =5.6;
from this measurement b, 3 4= (—12.7, —9.9).Best agreement with
the observed 6 is obtained for J=3; D„3=0.1 Mev.

Mn'~: R=. S.S, b,2, 3=(—6.4, —10.5) or (—11.2, —7.1), with2'

o;,= 1.8 barn. Observed' resonances are at E„=0.35, 2.4 kev; the
measured values of (J+-,')/(2I+1)yP/E, lead to A2, 3=(—10,8,—4.2) or (—5.9, —7.7) according as the lower level has J=2 or
J=3. The agreement or disagreement with measured 6 is about
the same for either choice of J for the lower level, so no assignment
can be made on this basis. Independent considerations~ indicate
J=3 for the lower level; accordingly, D„"=0.05, 0.01 Mev.

Co'o: R=5.7, b, s, 4 ——(—9.3, +2.1) or (3.5, —7.9).The prominent
resonance at E„=115ev has a peak value compatible only with'g
J=4. The value of F =F is given' as 3.5 to 4.5 ev, whence
y„~/E„=6 to 9, this range straddles the observed 6 only if J=4;
D„4=3 kev.

As'6: R=6.3, b, 1, 2
——(—5.3, +3.1) or (5.2, —3.1). A resonance

is reported'4 only as 115 ev&E, (300 ev; combined with the
ambiguity in d, this yields D„=1 to 5 kev.

Ag: R=6.7& 60 I= (6.9&
—5.5) or (—11.1, +0.7). The promi-

nent resonance is reported" to have E„=5.2 ev, F =0.01 ev,
whence y,'/E, =2. This agrees with the measured 6 if J=1;
D,'=0.1 kev. Although this assignment seems the most plausible,
it should be remembered that Ag has at least two higher reso-
nances~' at 16 and 45 ev about which little is known.

II" R=73 Ap 3=(—4.3, —0.6) or (+0.1, —3.7}. In either
case only one nearby virtual level is indicated, with 6=—4 and
indeterminate spin. If b is associated with one of the strong
resonances" at E,=35 ev, D,=0.4 kev.

Ta":R=8.0 d 3, 4= (2.1, —3.5) or (—4.3, +1.5). If the negative
scattering length is associated with the first resonance's at 4.1 ev,
the level spacing (indeterminate J) is D„=0.05 kev.

Au R=7.8 61 = (—4 3y +2 5) or (+4.2, —2.6}.The scat-
tering resonance is reported' to have E„=4.9 ev, I' =0.021 ev
(J=1) or 0.016 ev (J=2).The corresponding values of y,2/E„are
8.6 and 6.6; best agreement with the measured 6 is for J=1,
D„'=0.07 kev.

In those cases discussed above where some estimate
of I'„ is available, it is frequently possible to assign J
values to low-lying resonances. These assignments
generally agree with those made independently, although
the present method of analysis appears to be the
simplest when applicable.

The values of D„are plotted against A of the com-

' Adair, Bockelman, and Peterson, Phys. Rev. 76, 308 (1949).
"M. Hamermesh and C. O. Muehlhause, Phys. Rev. 78, 175

(1950).
~' P. J. Bendt and I. W. Ruderman, Phys. Rev. 77, 575 (1950).
~' Harris, Hibdon, and Muehlhause, Phys. Rev. 80, 1014 (1950).
~ F. G. P. Seidl, Phys. Rev. 75, 1508 (1949).
'4 C. T. Hibdon and C. O. Muehlhause, Phys. Rev. 76, 100

(1949).
~ W. Selove, Phys. Rev. 77, 557 (1950).
"Rainwater, Havens, Wu, and Dunning, Phys. Rev. 71, 65

(1947).
"Wu, Rainwater, and Havens, Phys. Rev. 71, 174 (1947).' Havens, Wu, Rainwater, and Meaker, Phys. Rev. 71, 165

(1947),
«'Tittman, Sheer, Rainwater, and Havens, Phys. Rev. 80, 903

(1950).
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nitude uncertainties in Fig. 1, it is unquestionable
that b&b'. Since the excitation energy at which b' is
determined generally exceeds that for b by some 5—10
Mev, this difference apparently represents a slight
deviation from Kq. (8) in the sense of a relative increase
of level spacing for lower excitation energies.
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pound nucleus in Fig. 1, where the straight line is
drawn to 6t the points without regard for the light
nuclei. It must be emphasized that the curve drawn has
at most order of magnitude validity; it is uncorrected
for variation in J, in E, in even-odd character of A, in
binding energy. Moreover, D„ is defined from the
derivative [Bf/BZ]z„and hence resembles only in
order of magnitude the actual spacing between levels.
The curve also yields an order of magnitude estimate
for 7„' and hence F„far low energy neutron reactions.
It provides an additional motive for associating s-neu-
trons with the 60-kev level in Na rather than the 3-kev
level and suggests that one of the higher levels in Ag
may make a major contribution to the scattering
length, since this point is exceptionally far from the
curve.

The form of the curve is suggested by the statistical
expressi. on" for the level density

co=1(D=C expl (bAE)&} (9)

where E is the excitation energy of the nucleus. As-
suming that here the average E=7 Mev, the curve of
Fig. 1 corresponds to C=0.01 Mev ', b=0.1 Mev '.
The inclusion of levels with all possible J values would
increase C by an order of magnitude but would not be
expected to alter b, which indicates a somewhat smaller
level density in statistical nuclear reactions than the
usual value" of b'=0.2 Mev '. Despite order of mag-

"V. F. Weisskopf and D, H. Ewing, Phys. Rev. 57, 472 {1940).
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FH;. 1. Effective level spacing near E„=O, regardless of. J value.

IV. UNOBSERVED LEVELS

Figure 1 permits an estimate of the positions of unob-
served levels whose presence is indicated by the scat-
tering length. These order of magnitude values for E,
(not Eq) are presented in Table I, opposite the com-
pound nucleus involved.

Recent velocity spectrometer studies" of Fe and Ni
show resonances at 0.95 and 5 kev, which can be
associated with Fe" and Ni" according to Table I. The
resonance resulting from Ni" will be much weaker than
that resulting from Ni" on account of abundance and
may not be apparent in the presence of Co and Mn
impurities with strong resonances in this region. This
example suggests that measurement of scattering length

TABLE I. Order of magnitude E, for levels near E„=O.

K40
A41

Ca"
Fe"
Fe$8
Ni"
Ni63
As"

S134

Virtual

14 kev
20
8
7
1
2
0.3
0.3
5 ev

Na24
Fe'7
Ni'9
Cp60
As7'
Ag110

S134

Ta'"
Au

Bound

—60 kev—3—0.6—3—0.3—20 ev—12
9—8

(J=1)
(J= -')
(J= l)
(J=3)

(J=2)

for separated isotopes may be useful in combination
with velocity spectrometer studies, where measure-

ment of separated isotopes is precluded by the large
samples required.

For certain isotopes the scattering length does not
indicate the presence of any nearby levels for s-neu-

trons, namely for target nuclei He4, Be', F",Ca", Cb",
Bi"'. Isotopic mixtures of elements that are certain to
include at least one nearby level are those for which

a„)&4vru' or a is much different from R. Such elements

include Cl, Ti, Cr, Se, Rb, Sr, Zr, Mo, %. A few

elements that are practically pure isotopes have un-

known scattering lengths: Ne, Si, P, Sc, Y, Rh, In, La.

"W. W. Havens, Jr., and l.. J. Ramwater, Phys. Rev. 83,
1123 {1951).


